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Fred Friedrich                       Exhibition Hijos del Sol          
January 31 Th. 2020
It is time magnificence artworks with Maya Names in a Solo Exhibition are  back home 
which during two years were travelling in a Tour around the world of German artist Fred 
Friedrich, this exhibition will be from February 5 Th. to April 5 Th. 2020 at Museo Fred 
Friedrich made his international recognition thought  in the 90´s the artist as pioneer in 
technology added it in his acrylic painting on raw canvases, dripping and photographic , 
making statements that New Media is the future in Art.
Museo Fred Friedrich exhibit during two months next February 5 Th., just few weeks ago 
from their arrival from a enormous Tour around the world, a great collection of artworks 
which main focus are their Maya names linked with nature and gods from this civilisation 
and the great book Popol-Vuh that was written by this civilisation explaining our roots.
Fred Friedrich has been searching for the extents of embodied paint. Within the limits of 
the surfaces tension of impasto, his recombinant lexicon of form involving prickly figures, 
faces, icons, flings, prints, and other meanings with believing and faith is screened and 
sheared through images of human being, text, and the broken technology screen. In the 
past years , he has extended the fracture of paint to the fracture of the support.
The Museo Fred Friedrich which is dedicated to the artist of the same name, is an 
institution which houses the works of this artist from Berlin and whose mission will focus 
on the study, research, knowledge and spread of Avant-garde art, in the broadest sense of 
the phrase, from the final decades of the 20th century to the present. It was inaugurated 
around 1993 until now.The main feature of the museum is the permanent collection of the 
artworks of Fred Friedrich, as well as temporary exhibitions. The philosophy of this 
museum is not based on holding exhibitions, but also on continual cultural activities such 
as educational programmes, conferences, concerts, dance and theatre, among other events, 
all organised by Fred Friedrich Foundation. It has been designed as a museum which 
adapts to the context to which  it belongs, and the distance between the public and the 
institution is no more than of a thin line whose  door is always open.
The diversity of his painting practise is mirrored in the diversity of his experience. Born in 
Berlin, Germany, his childhood was spent  in Kreuzberg today one of the most popular art 
districts of whole of Europe. Once he decided to be a sailor in his life and trouble around 
the world including Switzerland, Madrid, Miami, New York, México, always an architect 
by way of his last degree, he is graduate of the Kunstakademie Berlin. His work is in the 
permanent collections of the MOCA Los Angeles CA: The Akron Museum, Museo Diego 
Rivera. He lives and works in Marbella Spain.
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